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Abstract

A day in the life of a person involves a broad range of activities which are common across

many people. Going beyond diurnal cycles, a central question is: to what extent do individu-

als act according to patterns shared across an entire population? Here we investigate the

interplay between different activity types, namely communication, motion, and physical

proximity by analyzing data collected from smartphones distributed among 638 individuals.

We explore two central questions: Which underlying principles govern the formation of the

activity patterns? Are the patterns specific to each individual or shared across the entire pop-

ulation? We find that statistics of the entire population allows us to successfully predict 71%

of the activity and 85% of the inactivity involved in communication, mobility, and physical

proximity. Surprisingly, individual level statistics only result in marginally better predictions,

indicating that a majority of activity patterns are shared across our sample population.

Finally, we predict short-term activity patterns using a generalized linear model, which sug-

gests that a simple linear description might be sufficient to explain a wide range of actions,

whether they be of social or of physical character.

Introduction

In general, human behavior is inherently difficult to predict and not least to model [1], but

recent advances in data collection techniques [2–6] have made it increasingly feasible to build

and test models of human behavior at both the level of individuals and for larger populations.

There is a rich literature on predicting human behavior. Within the study of human mobility,

the focus has been primaryly exploring indivdual patterns [7–11], while some authors have

worked to understand the interplay between human mobility and social activity [12–15].

Recently, group and overall patterns of human mobility has also been used for mobility predic-

tion [16, 17] In the area of social networks, prediciton has focused on predicting link forma-

tion (‘link prediction’), see e.g. [18, 19], as well as predicting the dynamics of link activity [20–

22] in order to predict dynamics spreading processes. A broad range of models also exist in the
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field of online attention, see [23–25]. Mostly unexplored is the feasibility of predicting individ-

ual dynamics based on general patterns (see [16, 17] for exceptions).

While prediction is a common thread in all of the studies referenced above, the actual pre-

dictions made vary broadly. The sense in which we can predict virality of a meme [22] is quite

different from how we think about prediction within mobility [10]. Here we aim to take the

broadest possible view of activity, since the concept may include communication, face-to-

face interaction, working, sleeping, etc. By studying the interplay among different human

activity types, we obtain a rich description of human dynamics. As we focus on this interplay

between different types of activity, we investigate a simple representation of activity as a binary

variable ‘active’ vs. ‘non-active’ for each activity. A characterization of general activity patterns

can provide a first step towards a comprehensive bottom-up description of collective human

phenomena.

We have analyzed data collected from smartphones distributed among 638 students at a

large European University [6] (see Methods). Using custom software installed on the smart-

phones, we have gathered de-identified data regarding four types of activities, calling, texting

(SMS), motion (from the GPS) and social proximity (via Bluetooth). Here social proximity is

defined as defined as physical closeness to another individual in the study (see Materials and

methods for details). By slicing the data collection period of 18 months into bins of 15 minutes

duration, we produce time series of the four activity types, xðuÞi ðtÞ 2 f0; 1g, where i denotes the

type of activity for a given user, u, at a time, t. Note that our representation is binary, such that

each bin in the time series is represented by either activity or inactivity. In Fig 1, we show an

example of time series sampled for a single user during a given week. A daily pattern and a ten-

dency for bursts [26–29] is visible in the time series, but further structure is not immediately

observable. In the following we seek to broaden our understanding of the underlying structure

by answering the questions: How do the activities influence each other? Are the emerging pat-

terns specific to an individual or general throughout the population? How well do the patterns

predict the future?

Results

If human activity follows distinct patterns, then the future activity of an individual may be pre-

dicted with some certainty. Our first task is to quantify the degree of predictability inherent to

our data set. We define a predictive pattern (the predictor variable) to be a set of consecutive

time bins of total length Δth, which is separated from a future activity state (the target variable)

by a time tf. In Fig 2A we show an example of a predictive pattern for the case of Δth = 45 min

and tf = 30 min. Here, the predictor variable is a matrix with four rows (the activities) and

three columns (the time bins). The target variable consists of four activities in one time bin.

Person Z is currently on the move talking to someone on the phone and we know that another

call was made 15 minutes ago, but apart from that there has been no other activity during the

last 45 minutes. The task is to make the best possible prediction of the future state based on the

observed history.

Before moving on to the actual predictions, it is important to note that the data set has a

strong class imbalance. In particular, calls are present in only 2.7% of the time bins, texts in

7.3%, movement in 9.4%, and social proximity in 8.8%. The fraction of correct predictions is

therefore not a useful measure of predictability, since guessing “no activity” in all bins will

yield a very high score. We address this bias by instead measuring the informedness [30] of our

predictions, I = R11 + R00 − 1. Here R11 and R00 are the fractions of predictive patterns with

respectively active and inactive future states that have been correctly predicted. Consistently

predicting either state or guessing at random will result in an informedness of 0. For instance,
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by guessing “no activity” for all the predictive patterns we will succeed in predicting all future

inactivity (R00 = 1) and fail in predicting any future activity (R11 = 0), thereby obtaining an

overall informedness of 0. Note that the measure of informedness applies to an individual

activity type, so for each Δth and tf there will be four different numbers of informedness.

Now suppose that we have a model that can estimate the probability of being active in a

future state. How do we turn this probability into a prediction such that the informedness is

maximized? As shown in Materials and Methods, one can optimize the expected informedness

by using the following decision rule:

xi;predict ¼
1; if pi >

ni

N
:

0; otherwise:

8
<

:
ð1Þ

Here xi,predict is the prediction for the future state (active/inactive), while pi is the probability of

being active as estimated by the model. N is the size of the data set and ni is the number of pre-

dictive patterns with future activity of type i. The ratio ni/N is the probability of future activity

of type i for a random predictive pattern. The rule therefore tells us to predict the future state

(active/inactive) that is favored by the model as compared to random.

In order to apply the above decision rule we need a model to provide us with pi. We shall

first use a non-parametric statistical model based on the counting statistics of all predictive

Fig 1. Activity example. We show the activity of a single user during one week of his life. From the top to the bottom panel we show

the activity of calls (red), texts (green), movement (purple), and social proximity (blue). A daily pattern and a tendency for bursts can

be noticed in the series, but further structure is not immediately visible. In the following we will discover the precise interactions

between the different activities and use the emerging patterns to put upper bounds on the predictability of the future whereabouts of

an individual.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g001
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patterns. For example let us estimate the probability of someone being on the move. If we train

our expectations of a given target variable from all predictive patterns (N� 13.5 million) sam-

pled over the whole population, we have approximately nmovement� 1.2 million targets sam-

pled at tf = 30 min with movement activity, i.e. a ratio of 9%. However, if we focus solely on the

predictive pattern presented in Fig 2A, i.e. the pattern characterized by two recent calls and

some movement, then the ratio is instead 45%. These 45% represents our best estimate for

the probability of movement in the target variable (the future state) given the this particular

Fig 2. Predicting future activity. (A) We visualize the task of predicting future activity based on a four dimensional time series of length Δth. Each time bin

has a width of 15 minutes and 0/1 represents activity/inactivity. The probability of activity at t = tf may be determined from the statistics of similar predictive

patterns in the data set. For example, the particular predictive pattern shown here has a 45% probability of activity of the mobility type at tf = 30 min. (B) The

data set needs a certain size in order to make accurate probability estimates. Here we show the informedness of the predictions at tf = 15 min based on a

predictive pattern of length Δth = 45 min and varying data set sizes. Full convergence is obtained around 107 predictive patterns, which means that the data

set is sufficiently large for this task. (C) Using the full data set, we then make predictions for tf = 15 min and vary the length of the predictive pattern. By

increasing the memory, we also increase the informedness of our predictions, which is clear from the connected markers. The disconnected markers at Δth =

60 min and Δth = 75 min are limited by statistics, meaning that the true upper bound on informedness is not obtained. (D) We then fix the length of the

predictive patterns to Δth = 45 min and vary tf. The lines represent the population average of the informedness for predictions that are based on individual

activity patterns. The ‘x’ and ‘+’ markers represent the population average of the informedness for predictions that are based on common activity patterns.

The common patterns almost explain the full information of the individual patterns, which tells us that the activity patterns are general within our population.

(E) We expand the population average in terms of individual data sets for the case of movement and tf = 30 min (second predictive pattern from left, purple

line, previous figure). The horizontal axis shows the informedness of predictions based on individual predictive patterns, while the vertical axis shows the

informedness of predictions based on general predictive patterns. Both measures vary across individuals, but they do so in almost perfect agreement.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g002
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predictive pattern. According to the decision rule in Eq (1) we optimize the informedness by

anticipating movement at tf = 30 min, since pmovement = 0.45 is greater than nmovement/

N = 0.09. Note that the full information of the predictive pattern is exploited in making this

prediction, so it will not be possible to get a better prediction with any other model trained on

the same data. The only limitation is the size of the data set, which must be large enough to

estimate pi with sufficient precision.

Let us start by showing that our data set is sufficiently large for the case of Δth = 45 min and

tf = 15 min. For that purpose, we test the informedness found on a subset of the data. Within

the subset, we repeatedly apply the decision rule eq (1) to obtain predictions for all the future

states and these can then be compared with the actual values to compute the informedness. In

Fig 2B we show the dependence of the informedness on the size of the data set. We find that

the informedness converges for all four activity types before the full data is used. However, for

longer predictive patterns, we do not observe full convergence (see the Materials and methods

paragraph on the informedness convergence) indicating that Δth = 45 min is the longest pre-

dictive pattern for which we can compute the upper bound on the informedness. In Fig 2C, we

show the dependence of the informedness on the length of the predictive pattern. The con-

nected data points correspond to true upper bounds on the informedness, while the uncon-

nected data points are limited by statistics. Here we use the full size of the data set and fix

tf = 15 min. The graph clearly illustrates that the system has a memory, since the informedness

improves as more of the past is included (when not limited by statistics). Predictive patterns of

length Δth = 45 min allow us to successfully predict 71% of the activity and 85% of the inactiv-

ity for the four activity types in the near future, tf = 15 min.

Individual patterns

In the analysis above, the predictive patterns from everyone are included in the statistics such

that patterns of individuals are not visible. Therefore, the common data set might be seen as a

general representation of a human being without distinct characteristics. We saw that the near

future (tf = 15 min) of the general human could be predicted with a high precision. Now we

will have a look at individual data sets and compare the predictions of personal patterns to the

predictions of the general patterns. The data on a single individual is only a small fraction of

the full data set, providing less data for reliably estimating the probability of a predictive pat-

tern. In the following, we therefore restrict the analysis to persons with at least 3 � 104 predic-

tive patterns, which leaves us with 139 individuals. Note that this threshold is not enough to

ensure optimal probability estimates (see Fig 2B), but it does leave us with the subset of indi-

viduals that are the richest in data and still of a substantial size. For each individual data set, we

now perform the same analysis as above for varying tf, but with the length of the predictive pat-

tern fixed to Δth = 45 min. We then average over the informedness obtained for the individual

data sets, see Fig 2D. As expected, we find that the predictions are best for the near future.

There is a sharp drop in the informedness over the first 60 minutes followed by a linear decay.

Next we compare predictions made using general patterns with the performance of individ-

ual based predictions. To do this, we investigate the informedness of predictions based on

common activity patterns. For each individual, we first sample a subset of predictive patterns

from the common data set, which has the same statistics as the individual data set. In particu-

lar, we sample such that any predictive pattern occurs exactly one time less in the common

data sample than in the individual sample, because this ensures similar statistics for the predic-

tion step. Note that even though the statistics of the predictive patterns are identical, the statis-

tics of the future states are not. By applying the decision rule eq (1) to the sample, we might

therefore get another set of predictions. The predictions of the common data are tested and
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the informedness is computed. The average informedness across all individuals is shown in

Fig 2D with “x” and “+” markers. Somewhat surprisingly, the predictions of the general pat-

terns almost fully match the predictions based on individual patterns. This shows that individ-

ual characteristics do not not change the quality of our predictions—or to put it another way—

activity patterns are general across the population. Note that the occurrence of the different

patterns is not the same across individuals. Some individuals, for instance, make a lot more

calls than others and therefore have more patterns with many calls. But when we see the same

predictive pattern for two individuals, then the same future prediction optimizes our inform-

edness. In Fig 2E we plot, for each individual, the informedness of the individual patterns

against the informedness of the general patterns for future mobility at tf = 30 min. This plot

corresponds to the data used to calculate the second purple disc from the left in Fig 2D, but

without performing the population average. We see that the predictability varies a lot among

the individual data sets, but the performance of the individual- and general predictive patterns

scale together. Finally, we note that the informedness at tf = 15 min is strongly correlated to

the informedness at tf > 15 min. It drops from C� 1 to C� 0.5 on the time scale of one hour

(calls) to several hours (texts, movement, proximity). Therefore, people who are more predict-

able on short time scales are also more predictable on long time scales.

Activity patterns are linear

In the previous section we exploited the size of the data set to perform separate statistics on all

the possible predictive patterns. This nonparametric modeling approach is the optimal choice

in terms of predictability, but it does not help us understand the underlying patterns. Further-

more, it is not possible to apply this method for very long predictive patterns and many activity

types, since the number of possible predictive patterns grows exponentially with both. To

incorporate a better time resolution, a longer history, and more activity types, one needs to

apply a parametric approach. A parametric approach will necessarily make assumptions about

the correlations in the data, which will never be perfectly accurate, but it allows us to train on

much less data. More importantly, we may learn about the central dynamics from the perfor-

mance of simple models. Let us first consider a very simple model without any parameters;

namely one which assumes that the future state is equal to the current one. We label this model

“Inertia” and present the informedness of its predictions in Fig 3 (discs). By comparing this

result to that of the nonparametric model (squares), we conclude that the predictability of the

near future for movement and proximity is mainly based on inertia. For predictions further

into the future and for calls/texts, the dynamics is more complicated. We therefore introduce

another model, which keeps things simple, but allows training to the history, namely the “logit

model”. The logit model is a generalized linear model, where a probability pi for the state of a

binary system is estimated by inserting a weighted sum of the input in a sigmoid function, i.e.

pi ¼ s ðwi � xhistoryÞ;

¼
1

1þ exp ð� wi � xhistoryÞ
:

Here xhistory is a vector representing the activities and inactivities in a predictive pattern and wi

is a weight vector, which is optimized within a training set according to L1 regularization [31].

We have used 75% of the data set for training (chosen at random) and tested the model on the

remaining 25%. Note that the decision rule in Eq (1) again is applied to maximize the inform-

edness, but now with pi determined from the linear model. The informedness of the predic-

tions are shown in Fig 3 (triangles). Somewhat surprisingly, the linear model almost matches

the upper bound on informedness represented by the nonparametric model. A further analysis
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shows that the difference in informedness between the two models mainly arise from histories

that are characterized by current inactivity, but with activity in the past. Here the non linear

model tends to underestimate the probability of future activity; possibly because it would oth-

erwise overestimate the probability of future activity for histories with activity both in the past

and present.

Fig 3. Model comparison. We show the informedness of our predictions regarding future activity of the respective activity

types: call (A), text (B), movement (C), and proximity (D). The horizontal axis shows the reach of the predictions into the

future in minutes. The informedness of predictions from three different models are presented. “Nonparametric” (squares) is

the label for the nonparametric model that was also presented in Fig 2, here using a history length of Δth = 45 min. “Inertia”

(discs) is a simple model which assumes that the future continues in the same state as the current one. We see that the

near future predictions of movement and proximity is dominated by this information. “Linear” (triangles) labels the

predictions of a generalized linear model. Note that the informedness of the linear model almost matches the upper bound

represented by the nonparametric model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g003
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Correlations

The success of the simple linear model reveals that the general dynamics foremost is driven

by linear correlations. Note that the correlations are partly due to circadian patterns, since

we tend to be active for all four activity types during daytime and inactive during night time.

We stress that here we investigate correlations mediated by interactions, rather than by circa-

dian cycles. First we compute the probability of an activity of type j a time Δt after observing

an activity of type i, Pij(Δt). Since the behavior of this function is influenced by circadian

cycles, we compute a reference probability function, Qij(Δt) that contains the same circadian

pattern, but which is unconditional on activity i (see the Materials and methods paragraph

on Reference activity). The ratio of the two, αij(Δt) = Pij(Δt)/Qij(Δt), measures the increase of

activity j conditioned on activity i excluding the effects of time and weekday. In Fig 4A–4C

we plot αij(Δt) for i, j 2 {call, movement, proximity}. In Fig 4A we see the information gained

by observing a call at time Δt = 0. We notice that the probability of another call 15 minutes

after the first is increased by a factor of 3.3; a self-enhancement that is visible across several

hours. Similarly, we find that the probability of movement is increased by a factor of 2.0 in

the vicinity of a call and with an asymmetric drop off that indicates an arrow of causality

mostly pointing from call to movement. Finally, we find that the probability of social prox-

imity is reduced by a factor 0.6 in the vicinity of a call and is slightly increased prior to a call.

In Fig 4B we find that movement also shows self-enhancement, but with a peak value of 3.8

and a slightly slower decay. It is likewise found that the probability of social proximity is

reduced by a factor 0.6 while moving, but that it is enhanced a few hours before and after

moving. In Fig 4C we see that the self-enhancement of social proximity peaks at a value of

4.4 and decays on a time scale that surpasses 24 hours. This time scale is not representative

of general social proximity, but is more likely to be an artefact of our measurements being

restricted to a specific group of people that interact strongly in five day intervals (weekdays)

and less so during weekends and holidays. The qualitative effects of texting (not shown) are

very similar to calling. The general self-enhancement observed for all four activity types is in

agreement with previous research stating that humans are characterized by long periods of

inactivity followed by bursts of activity [26–29].

Fig 4. Activity correlations. In (A)-(C) we show the increase in activity triggered by respectively calling,

movement, and social proximity. The horizontal axis spans 24 hours backward and forward in time and the

vertical axis gives the factor of increased activity on a logarithmic scale. For example, the purple line in (A) tells

us that movement is enhanced by a factor 2 at the time of a call and significantly increased for several hours

after. More generally, all activity types are subject to self-enhancement effects, and significant cross-

correlations are observed for all combinations of activities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g004
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Discussion

We have introduced a framework for analyzing human activity patterns along with a decision

rule that allows us to make optimal predictions in terms of informedness. We find that individ-

uals to a large extent act according to a general set of activity patterns, thereby allowing us to

predict individual activity with a high precision from general patterns. We believe that our

conclusions based on four selected variables carries over to other variables related to human

activity. Furthermore, we found that the optimal informedness of the full patterns were almost

matched by a much simpler generalized linear model. We conclude that the self-enhancements

and cross correlations presented in Fig 4 provide an almost complete description of the general

dynamics in the system to the extent of the available information.

We should state that our analysis is subject to a number of limitations. First of all, we have

considered only four activity types expressed as binary states. It would be interesting to include

other variables such as sleeping, talking, online activity, etc. Secondly, it might be possible that

the homogeneity of our sample population makes the activity patterns more similar than in

a fully randomly chosen population. However, in relation to our conclusion on the linear

model, we do not find any reason to believe that university students have a more linear

dynamic than the general background population. At the same time, we emphasize that mak-

ing control studies across different demographics would require data very far beyond the

already very comprehensive data material presented here. Finally, the true upper bounds on

informedness has only been computed for resolutions of 15 minutes and history information

below one hour. This restriction is necessary, since the number of predictive patterns needed

to train the nonparametric model grows exponentially with time resolution, length of history,

and number of variables. We therefore need to explore other approaches such as the general-

ized linear model, which almost match the nonparametric model in performance, while also

allowing the extension to better time resolutions, longer histories, and more activity types.

Materials and methods

The original data set involved 752 participants. We arrive at the 638 participants by filtering

out individuals with less than 100 bins of activity among either of the activity types. The aver-

age number of active bins in the filtered data is 577 for calls, 1572 for texts, 2021 for movement,

and 1894 for social proximity. The filtering is imposed to assure that the smartphone has been

used as a main device. The data collection app and the data collection process is described in

detail in [6]. The step from raw data to activity signals will be described below. This study

was reviewed and approved by the appropriate Danish authority, the Danish Data Protection

Agency (Reference number: 2012-41-0664). The Data Protection Agency guarantees that the

project abides by Danish law and also considers potential ethical implications. All subjects in

the study provided written informed consent.

Data to signals

We now briefly describe the methods that allow us to construct the activity time series from

the data. The first step for all four activity types (call, texting, movement (GPS) and social

proximity (Bluetooth)) is to reduce the data to time stamps representing activity. For the call

and texting, the activity timestamps simply correspond to the points in time where a call/text

message was made or received. For GPS and Bluetooth, it is a little more complicated since

least two measurements are needed to determine whether a person is moving or being in social

proximity of another individual.

All the phones record GPS information at regular intervals. Typically, the GPS information

is stored on the phone in intervals of 1, 2 or 3 minutes. To obtain activity time stamps, we start
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with the first recorded GPS time stamp, gps1 and search for a second time stamp, gps2, in the

interval between 14 and 16 minutes later. If one or more GPS signals are found then we choose

the one that is closest to 15 minutes. If a person has moved 200 meters or more between gps1

and gps2 then we say that the person is active, else we say that the person is inactive. The 200

meter requirement is enough to differentiate between actual movement and noise in the data,

since the typical accuracy of the GPS is around 30 meters [6]. The time stamp is chosen as the

center of the interval between gps1 and gps2. We then continue this procedure by looking 14 to

16 minutes further ahead, now with gps2 ! gps1. If no GPS update is found, then we simply

look further ahead until we reach an update, set this as gps1 and continue the procedure.

The Bluetooth updates are recorded every 5 minutes. The conversion to a time signal fol-

lows the above procedure by starting with a first Bluetooth update, bt1, and searching 15 min-

utes ahead in time for a second update, bt2. For each update, we count the number of people in

the study that are within a range of 3 meters. The phones are synchronized to activate their

Bluetooth and scan for 30 seconds at the same time. The distance to other people are computed

from the strength of the Bluetooth signal, which, at the 3 meter threshold, has an accuracy of

approximately 1 meter [32]. If person “A” observes another person at the two points bt1 and

bt2, then we say that person A is in a social proximity in the time interval between bt1 and bt2,

otherwise we say that the person is socially inactive. The requirement of observing a person at

two points in time prevents persons quickly passing by to be listed as social encounters. We

furthermore require that people are within 3 meters from each other, that is, two persons

being further apart but still visible on the Bluetooth scans are not considered as being in social

proximity. We emphasize that from the signal itself, we cannot determine if actual social activ-

ity is taking place. We just determine that whether two people are within “social proximity”.

We construct time series by slicing time into 15 minute intervals or bins. The call/texting

activity is considered active in a time bin, if the bin contains at least one activity time stamp. If

not, it is considered inactive. The GPS/Bluetooth channel is considered active in a bin, if the

bin contains at least one activity time stamp. If it instead contains an inactivity time stamp,

then it is considered inactive. If a bin does not contain a time stamp from either GPS or Blue-

tooth, or if no call/SMS is registered within a 4 days range, then we label a bin as “not trusted”.

All such bins are not included in the data analysis. The raw time series and an accompanying

description are available in S1 Text and S1 Dataset.

The scoring system

Here we introduce a system to quantify the predictive power of a model that makes predictions

regarding the state of a two-state system, x 2 {0, 1}. Predictions are typically quantified by the

fraction of guesses that turn out to be right, but such a measure is very insensitive to informa-

tion in cases, where one outcome is much more likely than the other. Imagine a model which

is able to return the probability of a big earthquake in Tokyo on a daily basis. The probability

of an earthquake may be p = 0.001 on average, but the model is able to separate days into

low risk, p = 0.0001, and high risk, p = 0.3. Such a model carries a lot of information, but

according to the typical measure of predictive power it is no better than simply guessing “no

earthquake” on all days. It is our goal here to use a scoring system that is sensitive to such

changes in probability.

Let us consider an ensemble of instances xi with i = 1, . . ., N that may be split into two

groups according to their state. Let n0 and n1 be the number of instances in state 0 and state 1

respectively. Based on a model we make guesses regarding the value of an instance. A score, skl,

is given for each instance based on the guess, k 2 {0, 1}, and the actual state, l 2 {0, 1}. The four

score values, {s00, s11, s10, s01}, will be chosen such that neither of the two states are preferred
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on average, while correct/incorrect guesses for all signal values yield a total score, S� ∑i s(i), of

±1. These requirements are written down

0 ¼ n1s11 þ n0s10; ð2Þ

0 ¼ n1s01 þ n0s00; ð3Þ

1 ¼ n1s11 þ n0s00; ð4Þ

� 1 ¼ n1s01 þ n0s10; ð5Þ

and solved to yield

s11 ¼
1

n1

; ð6Þ

s10 ¼ �
1

n0

; ð7Þ

s01 ¼ 0; ð8Þ

s00 ¼ 0: ð9Þ

There is a symmetric solution under 0 $ 1, but here we stick to the one presented. A model

that correctly labels m11 of the instances in state 1 and incorrectly labels m10 of the instances in

state 0 will obtain a total score of

S ¼
X

i

sðiÞ; ð10Þ

¼
m11

n1

�
m10

n0

; ð11Þ

¼ R11 � R10; ð12Þ

¼ R11 þ R00 � 1; ð13Þ

¼ R00 � R01; ð14Þ

¼ 1 � R10 � R01: ð15Þ

Here Rkl is the fraction in state l 2 {0, 1} that are labeled as k 2 {0, 1}. R11, R00, R10, and R01 are

known as respectively the sensitivity, specificity, false positive rate, and false negative rate. The

total score is therefore seen to equal the “informedness”, as it is defined in the general litera-

ture. We have used 1 = R00 + R10 = R11 + R10, which shows that there are actually only two

independent R’s and this allows us to interpret the total score as any of the four combinations

in 12 to 15.
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Optimizing the informedness of a model

We will now calculate the strategy that a probabilistic model must apply in order to optimize

the expected informedness of its predictions. Let q = n1/N be the probability that a random

instance is in state 1. If a model predicts a probability p of a particular instance being in state 1,

then labeling the instance as 1 yields an expected score of

hsik¼1;l ¼
X

l

pls1l; ð16Þ

¼ ps11 þ ð1 � pÞs10; ð17Þ

¼
p
n1

�
1 � p

n0

; ð18Þ

¼
1

N
p
q
�

1 � p
1 � q

� �

; ð19Þ

¼
1

N
pð1 � qÞ � ð1 � pÞq

qð1 � qÞ

� �

; ð20Þ

¼
p � q

Nqð1 � qÞ
: ð21Þ

The denominator is a positive number, so we find that the expected score of labelling the

instance as 1 is positive if p> q and negative if p< q. The expected score from labelling the

instance as 0 is always 0

hsik¼0;l ¼ ps01 þ ð1 � pÞs00; ð22Þ

¼ p � 0þ ð1 � pÞ � 0; ð23Þ

¼ 0: ð24Þ

From these two results it is clear that in order to maximize the informedness, a model should

label the instance according to the state that is promoted as compared to the average abun-

dance, q. So if p> q, we guess x = 1, and if p< q, we guess x = 0. This is the procedure used for

maximizing the informedness of the predictions made by the models in the paper.

Informedness convergence with data set size

The quality of the predictions regarding future activity depends on the size of the data set used

for training. In the Results section, we show that our data set is large enough to obtain optimal

predictions, when the history length is 45 minutes of duration. This is done by running the

analysis on subsets of the full data set and check for convergence in informedness as the subset

reaches the full data set size. In Fig 5, we show the same plots, but for the cases of 60 minutes

and 75 minutes histories. Here we find that our data set is not large enough to reach full con-

vergence; especially when predicting calls.
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Reference activity

The goal of this section is to explain the construction of the reference ensemble. The reference

ensemble is introduced to quantize the increase in activity in a channel conditioned on activity

in another channel, but without the effect of circadian patterns. Let Pij(Δt) be the probability

of activity in channel j conditioned on activity in channel i with a delay Δt. It may be derived

from the fraction of times that activity type i is followed by activity type j a time Δt later. This

quantity will however be heavily influenced by the diurnal cycle. To cancel the effect of diurnal

cycles, we construct two ensembles representing the activity type i for each user, u. The first

ensemble simply contains the time stamps of all activity measured for the user u of type i,

EðuÞ1i ¼ tjxðuÞi ðtÞ ¼ 1
n o

. The second ensemble, EðuÞ2i , is constructed by taking each time stamp

in EðuÞ1i , noting the weekday and time of day, and adding time stamps to EðuÞ2i corresponding to

the same time of day at all equivalent weekdays during the full data collecting period. This way

we get a reference ensemble with the exact same diurnal cycles, but with no correlation to the

actual activity for times below a week, except through diurnal cycles.

For each time stamp in EðuÞ1i we note the value of the signal in channel j, xðuÞj ðtÞ, and the

obtained count statistics allows us estimate the probability that user u is active in channel j
given activity in i. The general probability, PðuÞij ðDtÞ, that user u is active in channel j a time Δt
after seeing activity in channel i may be measured from the statistics of the delayed signal,

xðuÞj ðt þ DtÞ. We perform the same procedure for the time stamps in EðuÞ2i to obtain the proba-

bility, QðuÞij ðDtÞ, that the user would be active in channel j regardless of any activity in channel i.
For large delays, |Δt|� correlation length, we expect PðuÞij ðDtÞ ¼ QðuÞij ðDtÞ and this is indeed

what we find (see Fig 6). The ratio between P and Q is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 5. Convergence of informedness with the size of the data set. We show the cases of 60 minute histories (A) and 75 minute histories (B). Note that

full convergence is not reached within the full size of the data set.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g005
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Fig 6. Activity correlations. In (A)-(C) we show the probability of activity conditioned on respectively a call, movement, and social proximity at Δt = 0.

Also shown are reference activities (dashed), which takes into account the circadian correlations. The horizontal axis spans 24 hours backward and

forward in time.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188973.g006
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